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THE PURPOSE of this paper is to describe
a few limitations that may occur with age

and to draw some preliminary inferences about
the underlying mechanisms. The scientific lit-
erature on the psychological aspects of aging is
increasing. The contributions from the Cam-
bridge Laboratory in England (1-4) and the
publications of numerous investigators in this
country have given us many facts to digest.
Recently, reviews have appeared on special as-
pects of aging, such as psychomotor changes,
changes in mental abilities, and changes in per-
sonality (5-7). Many summaries of the litera-
ture were presented at the Bethesda Research
Conference on the Psychological Aspects of
Aging (8). With this factual background in
mind, it is proper that we begin to consider
some of the general mechanisms which may un-
derlie the psychological limitations of aging.

It is implicitly assumed that from considera-
tions of basic facts and information suggestions
will become apparent for the prophylaxis and
alleviation of many of the limitations which oc-
cur with age. Because we use the term "limita-
tions of aging," it should not be assumed that
aging is inevitably linked with limitations. The
advantages associated with advancing age, like
those of growth, take care of themselves, but

limitations and defects do not. To these we
must direct the knowledge of our sciences and
professions if we are to increase the number of
healtlhy, happy, informed, and independent
older persons.

A Point of View

There are two psychologies to be considered
in relation to limitations of aging. One is clini-
cal and is concerned with diagnostic, thera-
peutic, rehabilitative, and supportive pro-
cedures. The other is directly concerned with
research or experimentation on mechanisms of
aging. The point of view adopted in this paper
is that of research. We are seeking explana-
tory principles that might begin to linik the now
disparate facts about aging.

Generalization vs. Individual Differen-ces
For many psychological and biological proc-

esses, about 50 percent of the variation in the
data is explained by the general age trend.
Thus, in many studies, the range of individual
differences is about equal to the magnitude of
the mean trend. Whether we emphasize the
general trend in our psychological or biological
data or the range of individual differences de-
pends upon our purposes. The clinician is more
often interested in the uniqueness of the indi-
vidual under study than in the general
characteristics he shares with other people.
The biologically minded psychologist is more
often concerned with an analysis of the general
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characteristics. Botlh the general trend and the
range of individual differences are proper sub-
jects for study.

An E;mergbig View
As incdividuals, we are conitinually concerned

w%ith an emneiginig poinit of view toward human
aginig, that is, the proper combination of gen-
eralizations witlh specific facts from personal
experience. A,t somne point the experimenter
joinis witlh the cliniician and with informed peo-
ple in general to give an appropriate weighting
or perspective to the facts of psychological
limitations in agiing. But wlhat facts should be
emphasized? Slhould we emplhasize that there
appears to be a disparity between the observ-
able anatomical clhanges of aging, of the nervous
system and the changes seen in individual be-
lhavior and personality? If this is emplhasized,
we encourage acceptance of or complacency
about our lack of knowledge concern-ing, the re-
lations between psychological functions and the
struct-ures of time neivous system. It does not
appear to be sounld mental health to encoturage
the idea that successful aginig is entirely a voluni-
tary phenomenon and that all older people are
capable of doing outstanding things if they
would only try. The mature point of view to-
ward human aging, seems to represent a balance
between optimism and realism and an avoid-
ance both of excess voluintarism anid of unidue
stress on the limitations of aging.

Speed in Timing in Human Behavior

Perhaps the most siginificant resuilt of rie-
search on age changes in the nerxvous system in
the past 10 yea.rs is the implication that there
is a general slowing of all volunitary responses.
In a pr eviouis review it w-as pointed out not
only that the slowinilg of volunitariy responises
witlh age is an overt m-aniifestation but also that
tlhere is evidence of slowiing of covert responses
in aging, suceli as speed of associations of
thought (9). The changre in response latency
appears to be our inost frI'uitful point of depar-
tuire for exploring the nature of age chaniges in
behavior aand perhaps for the significance of
the age clhan-ges in the structures of the nervous
system.
In young adults individuial differences in

speed seeml- to lhave onily lii-miited psychological
importanice. In aging, however, inidividual
differences ili speed or response latencies seem
to be an iilportanit indepenident variable for the
psychologist to consider. Recent research sug-
grests thlat the time delay between stimulation
aiil response is primarily a property of the
central nervous systemn, wlhereas earlier researcl
tencded to minimize the imnportance of time
dit-Terenices that nmight be observed in simnl)le
ancd clhoice reaction- time measurements. The
slowing(, witlh age lhas to some extent beeni viewed
as Ian airbitr-ary or artifactual aspect of performi-
ance of the older persoii. Imiiplicit in suchl a
view is the assumuption that the slowing occurs
only in tIme responlse or outpl)t Imleclhainisiims acnd(
is UImimelalte(d to the speed oIr the quality of events
prece(hing" the initiationi of response. WVere the
loss of speed witlh age a perilheral plieiioiieiiomii
it woioul]( of course be of lim-ited psychlological
initerest.

Simnple speed tests seem to differentiate more
clearlyv between senile psyclhotic inidividtials anid
control subjects thani do various coiubibnationls
of ratlher coml-plex mnental tasks. For exam111ple,
a 2-miniute wariting test was founld to differemi-
tiate senile patieiits anid control subjects (10).
In contr-ast, a 112fl-hour psychonletric test cle-
signe(h to miieasure deterioration didlnot yield
suchl (lifferentiationl. Agcraill, later stuidies
slhowed that this differ'ence was not silmply a

peripheral limitation on the writinge speed, but
that the speed of writing-iwas correlated with
the probalbility of tIme anitecedeint events beingy
correct (11).

Wh'liat requiies the additional tinme in the
older nervous system? Does a timnelag, occur' ill
the retina or in the optic nerve? Is tlhere ain
increased latency in the primary sensory pro-
jectiomi area of the brain or in ani association
area? Is additional time required in program-
ing appropriate motor responses in the motor
cortex or in the spinial cord? Does the periph-
eral neri-e or the myonieuiral juinction require
more time in its functions?

It was originally thought that older people
adopted a slow tempo of response. Hence the
increased latencies of voluntary responses were
not viewed as a reflection of reduced capacities
of the miervous system but phenomena of atti-
tucde or set. It has now been shown that at
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least in one other species, the rat, a slowing of
response latenicy occurs with age. In a recently
publislhed study of startle responses of rats of
differ'ent agres, it was showin that for older rats
there is an iincrease in respoonse time to electric
shock and to suidden noises (12). Furtlhermore,
when attempts were made to decrease the re-
sponse time of these animals by increasing the
electric shock, a miinimum reaction time was
reaclhed beyond whichl a fturtlher increase in the
stimulus strenigth didc not result in a further
reduction in reactioni time. At this plateau, or
asymptotic level, of response, there was a resid-
ual difference between young and old ainimals.

Ain experimental attempt was also made to
see to whlat extent the slowing with age could
be related to conductioni velocity of peripheral
nierve in the rat. In this study the conduction
velocity was measured in isolated sciatic nerve
excised from muore tlhan 75 rats ranging in age
fromi 50 to 850 days (13). Conduction velocity
increased during developmenit, buit it did not
chan-ge significanitly after about 300 days. The
results of that study taken together with riesults
of previously rieported, studies inidicate that
chaniges in peripheral nerve do not appear to be
important in the changes wlhich we see in suchll
fuinctionis as simple reaction timie in later life
(9, 14).
PRecent anid unpiublislhed studies by Dr. Al-

fred Weiss of the National Institute of Mlental
Health and by Dr. Botwinick, also with the in-
stitute, alnd myself lhave foulnd no evidence as
yet that the age changes in the speed of lhuman
voluntary response to any large extent lie in
either the receptor or in the effector processes.
Ain earlier study by Johannes Somnter indicates
that the age change in a sim-ple spinal reflex
in the humani is small; it seeimis to be of the
order of perhaps 1 millisecond compared with
the 50 or more milliseconds that differentiate
the voluntary responses of a young and ani older
person (9).
The recenit work of KIumnick on pupillary

responises to light indicates that under some
circumstanices the latency is unchanged with
age. This implies that at least under some
conditions the rapidity of all the events, from
the stimulation of the'receptors in the eye to
the effecting of pupillary constriction, must be

uciielhanged with age. Apparently, the older
pupil constricts at a normal rate in proportioni
to its smaller size. Since the older pupil is
usually somewhat smaller, it may, however, give
the illusion of a slower response. If this
ratlher complicated reflex remains unchanged
in later life, we might speculate that some of
the purely sen-sory components are also uni-
changed in relation to latency of perception ancd
the iniitiation of voluntary responses.

A.pparently, the decrease in speed of volun-
tary responses with age is primarily a phenom-
enoni of the central nervous system and con-
scious belhavior. This provokes a dilemma
beca.use the plhysiological methods which might
be appropriate to a, study of the phenomenon
are ones wlich are so artificial (for example,
ainesthetizing, the organism) that they preclude
studying manifestationis in the conlsCious state.
The problems lie in an experimental area
wherein the relevant types of experimentation
ancd varia.bles aIe familiar to the experimuental
psveliologist, anid the inferences lie in the do-
mainii of the neutrophysiologist.
A dlepressed person might responid slowly and

yet rmetain a capacity to respond quickly,
whereas it is extremely doubtful that the older
organMism mainttains the capacity for rapid re-
spoiuse. Responses of the elderly are miiade at
some uniformly slow rate (15). This suggests
that we mlcighlt speak of less "temporal modula-
tion" of voluntary responises. Implications of
thlis concept are important in attempts to define
the enivironment wherein the older person
would( be most comfortable. In general, the
oldler person is most comfortable in a situationi
in which lie can pace his respoiises and is least
comfortable in one in wlhich he must respond
quickly to deemandimig sequential stimuli.
Rapid sequelitial stimuli occur, for example, in
automobile driving. This situation is iiot re-
vealed satisfactorily by an analogy to a simple
reactiomi-time experimient. Recent finidings in
our laboratory show thlat there is a differeiice
in readiniess to reslpond in the elderly as com-
pared with the young. Different age curves
were obtaiiied for chiamiges in response time as
a functiomi of preparation. It is miot possible to
say at this time whether the lower level of re-
sponse readiness or expectaiicy is independent
of the increased latency or is a different mnani-
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festationi of a common underlying change in
the character of nervous system functioning.
Also, we do not yet know whether complex tasks
merely show a multiplicative effect of the
longer latencies. Againi it may be that the same
basic process is simply disproportionately rep-
resented in a complex situation.

Serial Movements in Timing

There is evidence that one of the limitations
older persons face is difficulty in timing sequen-
tial events. Kay pointed out that his learning
experiments suggest that with advanced age
some individuals display a difficulty in "pro-
graming" sequential movements (1). This
was noted also in earlier work on age changes
in handwriting. In some aged individuals
hancxdwriting, tends to become a series of discrete
movemnents, instead of a smooth, overlapping of
movements, that is, it becomes more like draw-
ing. This is analogrous perhaps to a chang,e in
a feecdback mnechanism whlerein the older organ-
ism is unable to use the information obtained
from the execution- of a precedinig movement
to modify a following one or is unable to do so
with sufficient speed. Singleton pointed out
that the speed of movements, once the move-
ments are initiated, is unclhalnged in older per-
sons. What requires additionial time with age is
the decisioni pollnts in movemnelnts (2).
For optillmum skill, the proper momenit for

initiating responses must be anticipated. Com-
ponenits of serial responses must be programed
in advanice to conserve time. If the response
componieuts are not anticipated or programed
they appear as discrete events separated by de-
lay intervals. A slowness in developing or
programiing future responses may limit the
aged in the executioni of some highly compli-
cated skills, the essence of which is the flowing
of activities or movenments one into the other.
It is perhaps highly relevant to note that, when
a skill is first acquired, the component move-
ments appear discrete and that, as the skill is
improved, these movemenits are gradually com-
bined into a continuous pattern. As a skill de-
teriorates, it may again assume the quality of
separate movements. Timing seems to have a
perceptual character, that is, one sees or feels
the right moment to make a response. Difficult

conditions exist when the signals come close
together.
In the preceding remarks, the facilitation of

voluntary response was emphasized. However,
in the aging nervous system there may exist
a general cliange in excitability which would
be reflected in both facilitatory and inhibi-
tory functions of the nervous system. Perhaps
more common in daily life than a demand re-
sponse to a stimulus is the situation in which
the stimulus mav be anticipated and received in
advance of the appropriate moment for the re-
sponse. Good timing may thus be more a mat-
ter of inhlibiting the response until the proper
moment than a matter of its facilitation. In
aging there may exist a narrowing of the range
between minimum response time and maximum
respoonse time. This topic requires more infor-
mation than noow exists about the length of
delays which can be interpolated between se-
quential stimuli without the behaviors disinte-
grating or being forgotten.
Viewed from one aspect, the nervous system

appears to be more determinate in the aged
than in younger persons, that is, the output
tends to be more directly a function of the input.
There is, of course, a tendency to cultivate cer-
tain types of determiniacy or redundancy, as
in the social graces. It is of interest to note that
the soci-al facade may be the last bit of behavior
to disintegrate in the senile incdividual. Our
psychological d'ata on aging should be sifted for
influences of our cultural pattern that deter-
mine wlhichl areas of our behavior may be novel
and wlichl are expected to be predictable.

Perceptual Difficulty

Perceptual difficulty, or inability to perceive
information in order to achieve an appropriate
response, may contribute to the age changes in
behavior. One experiment attempted to see to
what extent the response time of old anid young
people would vary as a function of perceptual
difficulty (iC). Young amid elderly subjects
were required to judge which of two simul-
taneously presented lines was the shorter. The
lines were presented tachistoscopically. Each
subject made a minimum of 48 judgrments in a
series of line pairs which differed in length
from 1 to 50 percent. The subject was required
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to respond as quickly as he could when the lines
were presented by saying "right" or "left" to
indicate the side of the shorter line. The vocal
response of the subject interrupted a chromo-
scope circuit, and his response time was meas-
ured to the nearest one-hundredth of a second.
A significant difference in response time be-
tween the two age groups was found at all
levels of difficulty of judgment. The response
time of the elderly was relatively longer, how-
ever, when the stimulus difficulty was increased.
Thus, the difference in response time between
the young and the elderly subjects was 0.47 sec-
onds at a 1 percent difference in line length,
whereas for a 50 percent difference in line length
the response time of the young and older sub-
jects differed by 0.18 seconds. It is apparent
that perceptual difficulty can contribute to the
slower response of elderly subjects. However,
there is a residual age difference in response
time wlhich exists regardless of the ease of the
perceptual task involved.
Again, one might question whether a large

part of this difference in response latency is
not due simply to the difference in speed of
vocalization. For this reason we conducted an-
other experiment in which we studied age dif-
ferences in finger, jaw, and foot reaction time
to auditory stimuli (14). The hypothesis was
that, if a general factor were underlying the age
change in response latency, we would get a
constant increment in reaction time with the
jaw, finger, and foot. If the age changes were
primarily involved in the peripheral pathways,
then the reaction time with the foot with its long
pathways might be disproportionately slow as
compared with the finger or jaw. In this
study, the reaction time of the elderly subjects
was significantly slower than that of the young
subjects for the finger, jaw, and foot, but there
was no relation to the length of the peripheral
path involved. Since the age differences be-
tween the reaction-time means did not change
significantly in comparing the finger, foot, and
jaw, it may be concluded that the age change
in reaction time is not a variable associated with
the length of the peripheral path. Collectively,
the evidence suggests that it is plausible to
regard the aoe change in response latency as a
general property of the central niervous sys-
tem.

Summary
For many psychological and biological proc-

esses there is a general age trend which in
some instances explains about 50 percent of the
variation in the data. There is an equally large
range of individual differences. It depends
upon our purposes whether we study and em-
phasize the general age trend or the individual
differences in aging. Both the general age
trend and individual differences are important.
Perhaps the most significant result of research

on age changes in the nervous system is the
implication that there is a generalized slowing
of all voluntary responses. On the whole, the
evidence indicates there are grounds for regard-
ing the age change in response latency as a gen-
eral property of the central nervous system.
The longer response latencies appear to have
their greatest consequence for complex or se-
rial activities. The facts offer suggestions for
further research into the bases of the changes,
as well as for structuring the environment in
order to reduce problems of living due to the
psychological limitationis of aging.
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Making Health Visible
Among the exhibits an-d othier educationial
materials offered by the Clevelaiid Health
Museum in its catalog, "Howx to Mlake Health
Visible," thiree illustr-ated oni this page aie
among" those which particularly coneerni the
subject of age. One is a device w iinch permits
visitors to learn the averaoe life expectancy
according to present mortality tables for their
age and sex. Another illustrates the point that
aginig beginis wital mitosis. The thiid illus-
trates the gain in hearing deficiencies wiiithad
vanciiig years.
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